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is saved, the Rakshasa is saved.
In Mona’s heart, Yue Feng is the hero of Kyushu, who is omnipotent. When he chased
Duan Yu into the wild and strange realm, he could come back safe and sound.
This…
At this moment, Yue Feng got close and saw the three-legged golden crow in front of
him, his heart trembled and he was shocked.
This…. what spirit beast is this? There are three legs?
Moreover, the power of the flames that erupted around him was so strong.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng has encountered a lot of different fires since his
cultivation. At that time, the deputy leader of Mingjiao in Tianqi Continent, Lu Jiechen’s
Zixiao Shenhuo, and the ghost fire in the ghost world, and he himself got it at the very
beginning. The number one white lotus in the world is cold fire.
As for the Red Lotus Karmic Fire that he has now, it can be said that Yue Feng knows
almost everything about any flame.
However, this was the first time Yue Feng had seen the flames erupted by the golden
giant bird.
This kind of flame is golden red, and the scorching temperature can be felt from a long
distance, just like the scorching sun scorching the earth. Not to mention ordinary
people, even Yue Feng couldn’t stand it.
At this time, Yue Feng did not know that the three-legged Golden Crow erupted was the
blazing sun and sky fire unique to the sun.
Whoosh!
Shocked in his heart, Yue Feng landed quickly and came to Mona.
Mona hurried up to meet her, her beautiful face couldn’t hide her joy: “Yue Feng, you’re
here.” As she said that, Mona wanted to hold Yue Feng’s hand, but when she thought of
her identity, she held back.
In front of others, Mona is the aloof queen of the Rakshasa clan, but in front of Yue
Feng, Mona always regards herself as an admirer. After all, Yue Feng made a lot of
efforts when the Rakshasa clan could coexist peacefully with Kyushu. .
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Yue Feng smiled and nodded, looked at Mona up and down a few times, and nodded
secretly.
I haven’t seen each other for several years, and this Mona is even more charming.
Especially the soft armor, which perfectly sets off the exquisite curves, like a perfect
work of art.
Huh….
Feeling Yue Feng’s gaze, Mona’s face showed a bit of shyness.
If this scene were seen by the people of the Rakshasa clan, they would definitely be
shocked. It was unheard of for the dignified queen to be so shy in front of Yue Feng.
Whoa!
At this moment, the surrounding leaders also walked quickly, and they all saluted Yue
Feng: “I have seen Your Excellency Yue Feng.” Whoever was present did not know that
Yue Feng was the Queen’s VIP, all of them were Carefully.
Yue Feng waved his hand and said casually: “You don’t need to be more polite.”
With that, Yue Feng asked Mona, “What’s going on? Where did these golden giant birds
come from? What’s the matter with the vision?”
The strength of the golden giant bird is too strong, and Yue Feng is not good to rashly
take action without knowing it.
call!
Hearing the inquiry, Mona breathed a sigh of relief and told the situation: “According to
the news from the palace warriors, someone broke into the forbidden area of the ranch,
first touching the formation in the forbidden area, triggering the vision of heaven and
earth, and finally causing These giant birds slumbering beneath the forbidden grounds
wake up…”
At the end of the speech, Mona’s eyes were full of urgency: “Yue Feng, please help us,
help us Rakshasa, subdue these nine strange birds, otherwise, the foundation we have
worked so hard to build over the years will all be ruined.”
The words fell, and the surrounding leaders nodded in agreement.

Yue Feng nodded: “Don’t panic, the origin of these giant birds is not simple, I will go and
meet them for a while.” The voice fell, Yue Feng’s figure rose into the sky, and went
towards the two golden crows above the hall.
Buzz….
At this time, these two golden crows are flapping their wings madly, bursting with fires,
wanton destruction around the hall, you can clearly see that the majestic hall has now
become a piece of fire. The ruins, the fire passed, and everything became a charred
black.
On the ground, it can be clearly seen that many warriors of the palace were burned to
ashes before they had time to dodge, leaving only a trace of a human figure on the
ground.
Nima…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was furious and yelled at the two golden crows: “Bastard,
can’t stop?”
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Swish!
Hearing the scolding, the two Golden Crows, who were wanton destruction, instantly
locked their eyes on Yue Feng.
In the next second, the two Golden Crows neighed and their wings vibrated, like two
golden swords, whistling towards Yue Feng.
“He’s quite temperamental!”
Looking at the two Golden Crows rushing up, a sneer appeared at the corner of Yue
Feng’s mouth, and then his divine power exploded, his hands suddenly raised.
“Roar!” The
surrounding air suddenly distorted, and then, nine golden dragons were seen bursting
out of the sky and surrounding Yue Feng.
Yes, at this time, what Yue Feng was using was Jiulong Shengtian.
Nine Dragons Ascension is the first stunt that Yue Feng learned when he first became a
cultivator. Now more than ten years have passed, this stunt has long been perfected.

I saw that the nine golden dragons and every dragon scale on their bodies were clearly
visible, and the powerful dragon power fluctuations filled the world.
“Kill!” In the
next second, following Yue Feng’s order, the nine golden dragons let out bursts of
dragon chants, carrying unparalleled might, and swept away toward the two golden
crows.
Wow….
seeing this scene, whether it’s Mona or the leaders beside her, they are all very excited.
“As expected of Your Excellency Yue Feng, there are nine golden dragons gathered in
the lift of his hand.”
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“With such a stunt, the golden strange bird can be easily destroyed…”
“I didn’t expect that after so many years, I would still be fortunate to see it. Your
Excellency Yue Feng personally took action.”
In the hearts of these leaders, although the nine golden dragons that Yue Feng erupted
were transformed from power, the power they contained was incomparably powerful,
and it was more than enough to deal with two golden monsters.
“Wow, wow…”
However, in the face of the powerful breath of the nine golden dragons, the two golden
crows did not have the slightest timidity. At that time, Qi Qi uttered a cry, and a dazzling
fire broke out all over the body, burning half of the sky, attacking And on.
Bang bang bang… In
the blink of an eye, Jinwu and Jinlong collided fiercely, and they saw that the entire sky
was covered with firelight, and a terrifying aura shook and swept the four directions.
Immediately afterwards, in the firelight, the nine golden dragons were instantly burned,
turning into a golden afterimage and disappearing into the air.
What?
Seeing this scene, Mona, who was still very excited, and the leaders all trembled in their
hearts, stunned, and their minds were blank.

You must know that Yue Feng’s strength belongs to the pinnacle of existence in the
entire Kyushu, and the stunt that broke out just now was easily blocked by these two
Golden Crows?
What is the origin of this strange bird? Is it too strong?
I’m going…
At the same time, Yue Feng’s eyes widened, and he was shocked beyond words.
These two golden birds are not divine beasts, are they?
This strength is simply outrageous.
“Wow…”
Just when Yue Feng was secretly shocked, the two golden crows uttered a cry again,
whistling and waving their claws, grabbing at Yue Feng’s key point.
Feeling the speed of the Golden Crow, Yue Feng’s expression changed.
“Yue Feng, be careful.”
Mona, who was standing below, couldn’t help but exclaimed.
Although Yue Feng responded quickly, he was still a step behind.
Stab….
I heard a tearing sound, and the clothes in Yue Feng’s heart were directly cut open by
Jinwu’s sharp claws.
Seeing this situation, Mona’s delicate body trembled, her face was full of worry, and the
leaders next to her were all sweating for Yue Feng.
But soon, they found that Yue Feng’s clothes were torn, but no blood came out.
midair.
Yue Feng tore off the torn coat, revealing the blood wing armor inside. At the same
time, I was secretly grateful that I was fortunate to wear the armor of Lu Bu back then,
otherwise, the claw just now would have ripped open my belly.
call!

At this time, Mona and the people around also saw the treasure armor on Yue Feng’s
body, and all of them couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of relief.
“Okay!”
Soon, Yue Feng reacted, his expression became solemn, and shouted at the two
golden crows: “The two evil animals are quite powerful, come, let me see and see, what
other means do you have.” The
last word Falling down, Yue Feng was like a cannonball, rushing up and fighting with the
two Golden Crows in mid-air.
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Boom boom boom….
One person and two birds, shuttle back and forth in mid-air, the speed is as fast as
thunder, can’t see the figure at all, can only barely make out the afterimages left by the
two sides in the air, the explosive formation A roar resounded through the heavens and
the earth, shocking people’s hearts.
Seeing the scene in front of them, Mona and the leaders held their breath and prayed
for Yue Feng secretly in their hearts.
Soon, ten minutes passed.
Yue Feng and the two Golden Crows fought fiercely for dozens of rounds in mid-air, but
they were unable to suppress the opponent.
For a time, Yue Feng was indescribably anxious, and he clearly sensed that the two
golden birds in front of him not only had sharp claws like knives, but also had
ridiculously strong defenses.
There have been several times when Yue Feng slapped the opponent with a palm, but it
did not cause much damage. Most of the power was offset by the hard feathers.
Not only that, but Yue Feng also noticed that every time the three-legged golden bird in
front of him burst into flames, the bloody sun above his head would emit more dazzling
light.
This….
noticing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help frowning secretly, thinking about it.
Could it be… the golden bird in front of you has something to do with the bloody sun
above your head?

Seeing the three sharp claws under the golden bird again, Yue Feng’s eyes suddenly lit
up, and he immediately remembered something.
Three-legged Golden Crow?
These two golden strange birds are the three-legged golden crows recorded in ancient
books…
Realizing this, Yue Feng showed a smile, which was originally a depression, but also
swept away.
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At the same time, there are also some responsibilities. The other party has three legs,
such an obvious feature, why didn’t you notice it just now?
When I was studying medicine with Shennong, I heard Shennong talk about many
ancient deeds, one of which was the detailed scene of Emperor Hou Yi shooting the
sun.
Yue Feng still clearly remembers that when Shennong mentioned ten suns, he
specifically mentioned the guardian bird of the sun. Because it has three legs and is
covered with golden feathers, it is called the Three-legged Golden Crow. However, after
Emperor Hou Yi shot down the nine suns, the corresponding nine golden crows
disappeared.
When he heard this, Yue Feng just laughed it off. After all, these are things that
happened in ancient times, and it has been thousands of years since now.
But I never thought that these golden monsters that were wantonly destroyed by the
Rakshasa at this time were the rumored three-legged golden crow.
At this time, understanding the origin of the other party, Yue Feng showed a smile:
“After a long time, it turns out that you were the divine bird who guarded the sun back
then.”
“I don’t care why you are crazy, as long as I am here, you are not allowed to hurt
another one. People.”
After saying this coldly, Yue Feng suddenly raised his hands, and the divine power in
his body exploded, forming a storm of power in the surrounding air.
Huhuhu… With
the storm raging, the rolling dark clouds gathered and soon covered the bloody sun.

Others don’t know, but Yue Feng is very clear that although these Golden Crows are
terrifying, most of their power comes from absorbing the essence of the sun.
Therefore, as long as you block the blood sun above your head and stop them from
continuing to absorb the essence of the sun, there is a chance to defeat them.
“Wow…”
Sure enough, seeing the bloody sun obscured by dark clouds, the two Golden Crows
suddenly panicked and kept tweeting.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s confidence increased greatly, and he shouted: “Stop
screaming, be subdued.”
Om!
When the words fell, Yue Feng raised his hand and waved, and a golden light
condensed out, tearing apart the world and hitting the two Golden Crows fiercely.
This golden light was formed by Yue Feng’s divine power, and its power was
unparalleled. Wherever it passed, the entire sky seemed to be split into two worlds.
How can the two Golden Crows at this time have the courage to fight? At that time, it
flapped its wings and fled into the distance.
Bang Bang…
Just before it flew far, it was hit hard by Jin Mang, and I heard a scream from the two Jin
Wu, blood sprayed, and then the huge body fell heavily to the ground.
Haha, I won…
Seeing this scene, both Mona and the surrounding leaders couldn’t help cheering.
Yue Feng also showed a smile, landed from mid-air, and walked slowly to the two
Golden Crows: “No matter what your purpose is, killing people indiscriminately and
poisoning living beings is not tolerated by heaven.”
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When speaking, Yue Feng’s face was cold, and his eyes flashed with killing intent.
So many people from the Rakshasa tribe have died, and there are people from Kyushu
who do business here. These two golden crows must pay their due price.
“Wow..Wow…”

Feeling Yue Feng’s killing intent, the two golden crows raised their heads and let out
bursts of whining…
Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, so he had to do it.
“Yue Feng, be careful.”
However, at this moment, Mona saw the sky behind Yue Feng, and her delicate face
was instantly bloodless.
At the same time, the faces of those leaders also changed drastically.
Buzzing……
A powerful breath burst out quickly.
Yue Feng looked back subconsciously and was startled.
I saw that the seven golden crows were carrying the blazing fire in the sky and came
aggressively. It was obvious that the two golden crows who had just been injured kept
wailing, calling for help from their companions.
There are seven more…
At this moment, Yue Feng only felt his brain buzzing, but he quickly patted his forehead.
Back then, when Emperor Hou Yi shot down nine suns, the corresponding nine Golden
Crows disappeared, and just two were defeated, so there are still seven left.
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Om…
The seven Golden Crows reached the top of Yue Feng’s head in the blink of an eye,
each with golden flames in their eyes, and then they opened their mouths and burst out.
These seven golden crows have been killing wantonly outside the palace, and they
immediately rushed over when they sensed the screams of their companions.
Although Jinwu’s IQ was not as good as that of the divine beast, he could also see that
his companions were severely injured by the man in front of him, and with their
revengeful personality, they immediately launched a frantic revenge.
sky!

Looking at the sea of fire formed by the seven golden crows, not only Mona, but also
the leaders were all shocked and couldn’t help crying.
“Yue Feng, be careful!”
“Get out of the way, Your Excellency Yue Feng…”
“Oh, this is bad..”
Although Yue Feng defeated the two Golden Crows just now, everyone in Mona also
felt that Yue Feng It has consumed a lot of power, and at this time, facing the
simultaneous eruption of seven Golden Crows, I am afraid it is difficult to stop it.
call!
Listening to the shouts of everyone in Mona, Yue Feng took a deep breath and revealed
a wry smile.
The sea of fire erupted, and all the retreats around were blocked, and there was no
retreat at all. That being the case, it’s better to give it a go.
“Come on!”
Coldly spit out two words, Yue Feng’s figure erupted, and rushed directly into the
blazing fire.
Seeing this, Mona’s heart trembled, her nervous hands clenched tightly, and she closed
her eyes at the same time.
At the same time, the leaders beside him also sighed secretly.
Your Excellency Yue Feng is doing this, isn’t he courting death? Although he is very
strong, he is also flesh and blood. How can he stop the burning of this sea of fire?
bang bang…
In midair, after Yue Feng rushed into the sea of fire, he heard a continuous roar,
echoing throughout the Rakshasa clan. In the sea of fire, seven golden crows were
seen from time to time, flapping their wings and shuttling back and forth, but Yue Feng
was never seen.
Soon, a few minutes passed.
Dengdeng….
Mona’s eyes were gloomy, and there was no hope at all.

“Yue Feng!” In the
next second, Mona’s tears kept streaming down and she shouted at the sea of fire in
the sky: “Don’t die, you will be fine, I’m sorry… I shouldn’t let you shoot… “
Mona’s crying pear blossoms brought rain, and the scene of acquaintance with Yue
Feng that year appeared in her mind, and her tears could not be stopped at all.
“You don’t want to die, you’re going to die, how can I face Kyushu…” Under the grief,
Mona’s voice became smaller and smaller, and the whole person seemed to be
exhausted.
Seeing Mona like this, the surrounding leaders were also very sad.
“Look!”
However, at this moment, a leader found something and pointed to the sky excitedly.
Hearing this, Mona and the others looked up one after another, and they were all
stunned, and their hearts also ignited hope.
I saw that in the sea of fire, there was a group of purple-red rays of light, looming, and
compared with the surrounding golden-red flames, it seemed very weak, but tenacious.
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“It’s him…”
Seeing the purple-red light, Mona became excited all of a sudden, her voice trembling:
“It’s Yue Feng, he’s not dead.” Although she hasn’t seen Yue Feng yet, Meng Na’s
voice trembled. Na has a feeling.
That purple-red light must have something to do with Yue Feng.
Huhuhu….
Just when Mona was extremely excited, she saw the purple-red light, which gradually
enlarged in the sea of fire, and then formed a purple-red flame.
After the flame was formed, the surrounding sea of fire was instantly absorbed.
In less than a few breaths, the sea of fire was completely absorbed.
At this time, Mona and the leaders finally saw clearly. In the purple flame, Yue Feng’s
figure was suspended there, his expression was normal, and there was no trace of
burns on his body.

This…. for
a while, at the same time as they were excited, Mona and many leaders were extremely
shocked in their hearts.
Yue Feng actually absorbed the sea of fire.
how did you do that?
At this time, everyone in Mona didn’t know that the purple-red flames displayed by Yue
Feng were the red lotus karmic fire unique to God’s Domain.
Huh..
At this time, Yue Feng, who was suspended in mid-air, also took a deep breath, secretly
rejoicing.
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Fortunately, I have the Red Lotus Karmic Fire, otherwise, I would have been burned to
ashes just now.
In the next second, Yue Feng’s eyes locked on the seven Golden Crows: “Everything is
over.”
“The Promise Fortune Palm!”
Coldly spit out a few words, Yue Feng carried a purple flame all over his body, soaring
into the sky.
hum!
In an instant, a terrifying force was rapidly gathering.
The Promise Fortune Palm, when Yue Feng fought against the Apocalypse army in
Donghai City, used it once to defeat the elite of the Apocalypse army in one fell swoop,
and finally forced Xing Yao, the female god of war at the time, to retreat, but because
this trick was too domineering, so After Yue Feng, he rarely used it.
But dealing with the seven Golden Crows in front of them, there is no need to have
compassion.
Feeling the terrifying power gathered in the sky, whether it is the Mona people or the
seven Golden Crows, they are all inexplicable fear.
Especially the seven golden crows, in panic, wanted to fly away.

boom!
It was at this time that Yue Feng appeared from the rolling dark clouds, descended from
the sky, and stretched out his right palm.
I saw that Yue Feng’s figure passed by, and a long purple-red track was drawn between
the heaven and the earth. Standing below, looking at it, it was like a purple-red lightning,
tearing the heaven and the earth.
In the blink of an eye, Yue Feng’s palm shadow grew bigger and bigger, blocking the
retreat of the seven Golden Crows, and finally landed with a bang. The entire palace
was filled with dust.
What a horrible palm.
Seeing this scene, Mona and the people around were not only excited, but also
extremely shocked.
When the dust finally dissipated, a huge palm print appeared on the ground, and in the
palm print, the seven golden bones were all shattered and had no life.
Not only that, but the two Golden Crows that were hit hard before were also shaken to
death by this terrifying palm.
quiet!
For a while, the entire palace was dead silent.
Amid everyone’s attention, Yue Feng slowly descended from mid-air, reached the Jinwu
corpse, took out a dagger, and took out the Golden Crow’s inner alchemy. He saw that
the inner alchemy was golden yellow, emitting golden light, while the inner alchemy was
in golden color. Inside, a flame of fire appeared and disappeared.
Soon, nine inner pills were taken out, Yue Feng was relieved, and then he slumped on
the ground, his face showing weakness.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng’s divine power has not been completely recovered, and
he has fought fiercely with the nine Golden Crows, which is already the limit. Just now,
he first used the Red Lotus Karmic Fire, and then the Wuji Fortune Palm broke out, and
his power was almost completely evacuated.
“Yue Feng!” Seeing this, Mona
exclaimed, ran over quickly, grabbed Yue Feng, and said worriedly, “How are you? Is
there anything wrong?”

In addition to worry, there is deep admiration and admiration in his eyes.
Yue Feng is indeed the hero he admires. He fought nine golden monsters alone, and
finally won. I wonder who in the world still has this ability?
At the same time, many leaders also gathered around, all with concern on their faces.
Yue Feng shook his head and smiled: “It’s okay, I can’t die.”
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Said so, but couldn’t hide the tiredness on his face.
“Quick!”
Seeing this situation, Mona couldn’t tell the worry, and immediately ordered to the
people around her: “Take Your Excellency Yue Feng to rest.” Although the main hall
was destroyed by the Golden Crow, the palace behind was still intact.
Soon, Yue Feng was sent to the bedroom to rest.
A few minutes later, Mona was in the side hall and gathered everyone to open the
parliament. The nine golden crows were a disaster for the clan, causing countless
people to die. In addition, among the casualties, there were many people from Kyushu
who came to do business, and the entire palace was mostly ruined. for ruins.
It can be said that the entire Rakshasa clan was almost severely damaged.
call!
After some detailed discussion, the solution was finally settled. Mona couldn’t help but
sighed, and then thought of something, looked around the side hall and said softly:
“Where is Itel? Why hasn’t it appeared yet?”
When asked , Mona’s delicate face showed a bit of displeasure.
This Itair shoulders the safety of the entire clan, but when a few strange birds were
wreaking havoc, he was never seen. This is a serious crime of dereliction of duty.
Hearing the question, everyone in the side hall looked at each other in dismay.
“Queen!”
Finally, a leader took a step forward and said cautiously: “As far as I know, when the
vision was born, Itel went to investigate the forbidden area of the ranch. I don’t know if
there was a change in the middle. When the

voice fell, the other leader seemed to think of something, and continued: “Before the
nine strange birds appeared, many people saw the black armor chasing two people on
the street. I heard that these two people were running from the restricted area. It came
out. Maybe Ital hasn’t come back yet, and it has something to do with these two
people.”
At that time, the black armored cavalry was chasing and blocking Tie Bowen and Nalan
Wushuang on the street, and many people saw it.
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Speaking of which, as the son of Timur, no one didn’t recognize Tie Bowen, but he was
disheartened in the underground space before, so no one recognized him except the
black armored cavalry who were chasing him.
There is such a thing.
Knowing these circumstances, Mona frowned, and at this time also realized that it was
not accidental that the Rakshasa tribe suffered today.
If someone accidentally broke into the restricted area and released the strange bird
sealed below, it must be strictly investigated.
Whoosh!
At this moment, outside the side hall, a figure came from the sky in the distance and
quickly landed at the door. He was wet all over, his hair was frantic, and he was in a
state of indescribable embarrassment.
It was Itel who escaped from the pool.
At that time, after Itel dived into the bottom of the water, relying on his unique skills, he
held it for more than half an hour, and when he heard that there was no movement on
the water surface, he carefully drilled out of the water.
On the way to the Hui land, Itel was very careful, for fear of encountering the nine
golden crows. He didn’t know yet that Jin Wu had been completely killed by Yue Feng.
“Who dares to trespass into the palace?”
“Stop!”
Ital’s embarrassed appearance was completely different from the majestic general
before, so the warriors guarding the side hall did not recognize him for a while. I came
out, thinking that it was someone with ulterior motives who deliberately broke in.

At the same time, Mona in the side hall and the leaders present were also alert and
looked out the door one after another.
Ital was very aggrieved, and said helplessly: “It’s me, Ital.”
The general of the dignified Rakshasa clan is really embarrassed to be like this.
General?
Hearing Itel’s voice, the warrior who stopped at the door suddenly became respectful: “It
turned out to be the general, disrespectful!” After saying this, he quickly stepped aside.
Ital didn’t bother to care, and strode into the side hall.
Huh ….
At this moment, seeing Yitai’s embarrassed appearance, both Mona and the
surrounding leaders frowned secretly.
How did he do it like this?
Ital stepped forward quickly and saluted Mona: “Ital has seen the queen.”
Mona’s delicate face did not fluctuate at all, and said lightly: “Ital, what’s the matter with
you? How can it be like this?” The dignified general, like a drowning dog, is really
disgraceful to the Rakshasa clan.
Swish!
The voice fell, and all the eyes of the entire side hall focused on Itair.
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Itel was already aggrieved, but at this time, Mona asked in front of everyone, and his
face became even more embarrassing.
“I…”
In embarrassment, Itel opened his mouth and was about to explain.
However, at this time, Timur, who was standing by the side, couldn’t help but chuckle:
“Tsk tsk, Ital, your dignified general, really gave us the face of the Rakshasa patriarch
today. The whole clan is fast. I’ve been burned to ashes, and I can’t see your people.”
After speaking, Timur looked up and down at Itel and continued to mock: “It’s still like
this, hehe, the beggars on the street are better than you. …”

At this time, Timur had a strange look on his face.
You know, the two are Mona’s right-hand man, but they have been disliking each other,
and they have been fighting openly and secretly for several years. Every time they meet
in the palace, they are tit for tat.
Wow…
Seeing this scene, the surrounding leaders all laughed secretly, watching the
excitement quietly. Ital and Timur, neither agrees with the other, they have disputes as
soon as they meet, and everyone is used to the scene in front of them.
Mona, who was sitting on the throne, also smiled bitterly.
These two people, Frost Bing and Agni, would quarrel every time they met, and it was
useless to persuade them. It was really a headache.
Swish!
At this moment, Itel’s face was instantly ugly, and he stared at Timur coldly, and his
anger rose.
Mad, everything today is caused by your son, you still have the face to laugh at me?
Under the anger, Itel temporarily forbeared that he did not attack, but responded to
Mona: “Back to the queen, the subordinates are so embarrassed, all because of nine
golden strange birds.”
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Saying that, Itel explained in detail what happened to the Golden Crow in the
underground at that time. It’s just that during the narrative, Itel deliberately concealed
the sunset bow.
The city of Itail is very deep. When I saw the sunset bow at the first sight, I planned to
take it for myself. Therefore, at this time, in front of everyone, how could it be possible to
tell the story of the bow?
At this time, in Yi Taier’s heart, he thought that the sunset bow was still on the
underground stone platform, but he didn’t know that it had been taken away by Tie
Bowen.
At the end of the story, Itel was ashamed and bowed his head: “The hundreds of cavalry
led by his subordinates all died underground. At that time, the subordinates tried their
best to escape…”

It turned out to be like this .
Knowing the situation, Mona’s expression eased a lot.
The strength of the nine strange birds, I saw with my own eyes just now, half of the
palace was destroyed, and the entire Rakshasa clan was even more devastated, and
Ital was no match for it, which was reasonable.
The surrounding leaders also expressed their sympathy to Itel.
Being chased by nine strange birds, and being lucky enough to survive, is considered
good luck.
Thinking to myself, one of the leaders smiled and said to Itel: “The general is really
blessed, but you don’t have to worry now, the nine strange birds are dead.”
Dead?
For a time, Itel’s heart was shocked, and he only felt that his brain was buzzing and
blank.
That is the strength of the strange bird. He has experienced it personally, and it is very
terrifying, especially the power of the flames that burst out, which can destroy the sky
and destroy the earth.
Who is so capable to kill these nine strange birds?
Thinking to himself, Itel concealed his inner shock and couldn’t help but ask, “How did
those nine strange birds die?”
Mona showed a smile and said softly: “Your Excellency Yue Feng, arrived in time and
killed the nine strange birds. We Rakshasa clan owe Yue Feng a big favor this time.”
Referring to Yue Feng , Mona’s eyes could not hide the reverence.
Yue Feng?
Hearing this, Itel was stunned. In the entire Kyushu, the only one who could deal with
the nine strange birds was Yue Feng. After all, he was a legendary figure who saved
Kyushu from danger several times.
Muttering in his heart, Itel thought of something, and his heart was suddenly excited.
Haha…

When the nine strange birds died, I could go back to get the divine bow without any
worries. Anyway, that place belongs to my jurisdiction. As long as the good news is
blocked, no one will know.
“Haha…”
Looking at Itair’s expression, Timur couldn’t help but chuckle and mocked again: “The
general is very relaxed now, those nine strange birds are dead, don’t worry about it in
the future, they will I feel so embarrassed today.”
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This Yi Taier has been against himself because he is a general. At this time, he finally
saw him embarrassed once, how could he miss a good opportunity to mock him?
“Do you say it again with the special code?”
Seeing Timur’s expression, Itel couldn’t hold back and snorted angrily.
Timur squinted at him: “The general is really a big frame, so majestic, you can’t beat
those nine strange birds by yourself, and you are chased like a bereaved dog, so you
don’t allow others to say it?”
“Okay…”
Hearing this, Itel’s face changed, and he laughed in anger: “Timur, I know what you’re
thinking. Seeing me so embarrassed makes you feel at ease, right? Hehe, wait. I’ll
make you cry…”
As he spoke, Itel gritted his teeth and couldn’t hide his gloomy expression.
Seeing his expression, Timur put away his smile and frowned secretly, looking at the
other party’s appearance, he seemed to be holding on to me…
But it’s impossible.
“Ital!”
Seeing this situation, Mona also frowned and said to Ital: “You are both members of the
Rakshasa tribe, and you are all my trusted subordinates, don’t make trouble.”
In her opinion , Ital couldn’t stand Timur’s ridicule, so he couldn’t help but say harsh
words.
After finishing speaking, Mona looked at Timur again and said, “You should say less.”

Seeing the Queen’s opening, Timur immediately nodded and said respectfully, “Yes.”
“Everyone!”
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However, at this time, how could Yitai give up easily? At that time, he took a step
forward, looked around, and said loudly, “Do you know who broke into the forbidden
area by mistake, opened the underground entrance, and released the nine strange
birds?”
Hearing this, whether it was Mona, or the surrounding The leaders were all stunned.
Without waiting for everyone to ask, Itel sneered and pointed to Timur: “It’s his son Tie
Bowen.”
What?
In an instant, everyone in the entire side hall changed their expressions, and their eyes
also focused on Timur.
Timur was also shocked, his face flushed instantly, and he shouted: “Ital, stop talking
nonsense…” It is a big crime to trespass to forbidden places without permission, and Ital
must be deliberately slandering.
But at the same time of anger, Timur was also inexplicably nervous.
After all, he knew his son best. In recent days, in order to please the nine girls, Tie
Bowen often took her out for a day.
Perhaps, the son really took the nine girls to the forbidden area…
Hehe…
Seeing Timur’s excited face, Itel chuckled and said coldly: “It’s a joke, in front of the
queen, even if I am a big man You dare not talk nonsense.”
“When I arrived with my cavalry, your son was in the underground cave, and he was
accompanied by a Kyushu girl named Jiu Girl.”
Oops!
At this moment, when Yi Taier mentioned the nine girls, Timur’s face instantly turned
pale.
What the other party said was vivid and vivid, and it seemed that it was true.

wow..
At the same time, the entire side hall also exploded, and many leaders pointed at Timur.
“It’s been a long time since his son caused it…”
“Yeah, we almost destroyed our entire clan.”
“With such a troublesome son, Timur will be in trouble.
” Talking, you and I came, Timur’s face was pale, and he couldn’t tell the uneasy feeling
in his heart.
“Timur!”
At this moment, Mona also reacted and looked at Timur in a complicated way: “What Ital
said just now, is it true?” If it is true, then the Timur family It’s all guilt.
Pfft!
Timur knelt down all of a sudden, his face unable to hide the fear: “Back to the Queen, I
did bring back a Kyushu girl a few days ago. Because she lost her memory, I taught her
Jiu girl, just…”
Said Then, Timur took a deep look at Itel and continued: “It’s just that what Itel said just
now is true, I don’t know yet.” At this time, Timur still held a glimmer of hope in his heart,
thinking that Yitai Thiel was deliberately slandering.
As soon as the words fell, Itel shouted: “If you don’t know a word, you’ll be fine? I
tapped their acupuncture points at the time, and now I’ll bring them over and confront
them on the spot.”
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The
last word fell, and Yi Taier walked out of the side hall involuntarily.
In Yi Taier’s mind, even if Tie Bowen and the two had already opened the acupuncture
point, they couldn’t run far now. As long as he instructed the black armored cavalry
under him, they could easily catch them.
However, Itel completely underestimated the strength of the two. At this time, he did not
know that Tie Bowen and Nalan Wushuang not only escaped the Rakshasa clan, but
also took the divine bow.

Watching Itair walk out of the side hall, Mona did not stop.
The surrounding leaders also looked at each other in dismay, all of them were calm on
the surface, but their hearts were surging.
Once it was confirmed that what Itel said was true, Timur would end up miserably.
…..
On the other hand, Itel walked out of the palace and went directly to the restricted area
of the ranch.
Although it is very important to deal with Timur, the most important thing right now is to
get the divine bow first.
A few minutes later, when he arrived under the forbidden area, Yitel was stunned when
he saw the scene in front of him.
This…
Itel saw that the stone platform was empty, and the divine bow originally placed on it
had disappeared.
How could this be?
For a time, Itel’s face was extremely ugly, and then he searched around, but after
searching several times, there was still no clue.
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Mad, was it taken away by Tie Bowen?
Anxious, Itel left the burrow, returned to the cavalry camp, and gathered all the soldiers.
After some inquiries, he realized that not long after he escaped from the burrow, Tie
Bowen and Nalan Wushuang ran out.
Not only that, but at that time, Tie Bowen was holding a quaint giant bow in his hand,
and he also fought against the black armored cavalry.
“General!”
At this time, after a cavalry captain recounted what happened, he said with a look of
shame: “My subordinates are incompetent, I didn’t catch Tie Bowen two at that time,
and let them escape into the wild and strange realm.” The
voice fell, and the surrounding The other soldiers also bowed their heads in shame.

Swish!
Knowing these circumstances, Yi Taier’s face turned blue with anger, and he cursed:
“Trash, it’s all trash.” In front of the Queen just now, Tiemur had already been charged,
and now he can’t catch Tie Bowen two , is it not empty talk?
It’s just that the wild and strange realm is so big, and it is even more dangerous. How to
catch it?
In the end, Itel was so annoyed that he scolded everyone in front of him and returned to
the palace to report the situation to Mona.
At this time, in the side hall.
Swish!
Seeing Itail’s return, all eyes on the scene were focused on Itail.
Especially Timur, he was relieved to see that Yitai was only one person, and there was
no son and nine girls behind him.
“Ital!”
At this moment, Mona’s red lips lightly opened, and she asked, “Did you bring it?” If the
evidence is conclusive, Timur will be convicted. After all, it is his son who supervises
weak.
Uh…
Itel scratched his head and said a little embarrassedly: “Back to the queen, that Tie
Bowen took the Kyushu woman and fled into the wild and strange realm. At that time,
he also fought with the black armored cavalry I took. .”
Saying that, Itel gave Timur a cold look and continued: “My subordinate suspects that
what happened today is a conspiracy. The Timur family colluded with the Kyushu
woman in an attempt to subvert our Rakshasa. Otherwise, how would she know the
secrets of the forbidden land?”
“Shut up!”
As soon as he finished speaking, Timur couldn’t help but let out a loud snarl, angrily
said, “These are all your side words, Ital, there is no basis and no evidence, if you are
more open-minded, don’t blame me for being rude. “

I’m just talking about it?” Ital was not afraid at all, and said tit for tat: “My men fought
against them at the time, and I saw them run out of the forbidden area and then escape
into the wild and strange realm.”
Timur sneered . A voice: “Of course your subordinates want to help you speak. The
most important thing is to have evidence. Do you have any evidence?”
“You are still stubborn now?”
“Joke, you slandered out of thin air, why should I admit it?”
“You… Seeing
that the two were arguing more and more fiercely, Mona frowned and said lightly:
“Okay, don’t quarrel.”
After saying that, Mona looked at Timur: “Timur, where is your son now?” Where?”
This…
Timur pondered for a while, and responded: “He has been taking the nine girls out to
play for the past few days, and it is estimated that he has not returned yet.” His tone
was calm, but he was a little uneasy in his heart.
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He knew in his heart that what Itel said just now may be true, but the stakes are very
important, and it will be troublesome if he admits it, so he can only make up a reason to
prevaricate it.
Timur thought about it, and when he got home, he immediately inquired about his son.
If it is true that his son escaped into the wild and strange realm, as Itel said, he will do
everything in his power to find his whereabouts.
Thinking of this, Timur saluted Mona: “Queen, please allow me to go home.”
Hmm!
Mona nodded: “If you find your son, bring it to the palace to see me. At this time, the
matter is very important, and you must find out.”
“Yes, Queen!” temple.
This….

Seeing this situation, Itel panicked.
In the next second, Itel took a step forward and said to the queen: “Queen, the disaster
of our Rakshasa today was caused by Nati Bowen, and his subordinate begged the
queen to put Timur in prison temporarily, and let him go. Ordered to go to the wild and
strange realm to capture Latte Bowen.”
Such a good opportunity, if you can get rid of this nemesis, naturally can’t be easily
missed.
call!
However, Mona shook her head and said softly: “You have no evidence, how can I
imprison Timur?”
“The black armored cavalry under his command is the evidence.” Itel was in a hurry.
Mona waved her hand: “Forget it, let’s wait until Tie Bowen is found before making a
conclusion on this matter.”
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“Queen…” Itel was completely anxious, and he had to say more, just said two words. A
word was interrupted by Mona.
“Ital!”
At this time, Mona’s delicate and beautiful face was full of displeasure, and her tone
became cold: “You have always wanted to put Timur to death, what do you want? Also,
this king has already made his mind. Ding, you still don’t want to give up, why? Could it
be that you want to be the king of the Rakshasa clan and replace me?”
When she said this, Mona’s delicate face was full of anger.
This Itel is really getting more and more outrageous.
Pfft!
Feeling Mona’s anger, Itel trembled and his face turned pale. He hurriedly knelt down
and said in fear, “My subordinates don’t dare.”
But in his heart, he felt extremely aggrieved.
Mad! I thought that I could completely bring down Timur today, but I never thought that
the Queen would love him so much.

Seeing that he stopped talking too much, Mona was also lazy to talk, and waved her
hand to let him stand aside.
Afterwards, Mona talked with the leaders present about the situation of Yue Feng and
the scene of the battle between Yue Feng and the Nine Golden Crows at that time.
Nine golden inner pills?
Itel, who was standing on the side, heard these situations and suddenly came to his
senses.
Immediately afterwards, learning that those golden inner cores were all on Yue Feng’s
body, Ital couldn’t help but said again: “Queen, although Yue Feng helped us Rakshasa
through the catastrophe, no matter what, the nine strange The bird was sealed in the
forbidden area of our ranch before, and the inner alchemy in the body also belongs to
our Rakshasa tribe.”
“So, these inner alchemy, I think it is necessary to ask for it back, otherwise, wouldn’t
our clansmen die in vain?”
said At these times, Itel looked serious.
call!
At the same time, many surrounding leaders also nodded their heads in agreement.
However, Mona’s face turned cold, and she was extremely angry, and she said softly:
“Shut up for me. Without Yue Feng, our Rakshasa clan would have been finished long
ago. How dare you pay attention to Neidan?”
“I… Ital blushed and defended: “
The Queen is happy and angry, I propose this for the sake of our Rakshasa clan.”
“Shut up!” Mona was so angry that she scolded coldly: “Do you know that?” , Yue Feng
and the nine strange birds fought fiercely and almost died, but now you ask me to ask
for the inner alchemy? Is this what our Rakshasa clan should do?”
Mona said more and more angrily, and her jade finger pointed outside the side hall
door: ” Go back to your military camp immediately, you are not allowed to enter the
palace for half a step without a summons.”
At this moment, Mona was furious.

This Yi Taier, who has a bad mind, is simply too disappointing. He first targeted Timur,
and now he has no respect for Yue Feng. If it wasn’t for this person’s ability to lead the
army, the truth would have removed him from the position of general.

